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Phrasal Verbs 2
1. Sense of control refers to the degree to which

4. The success of advertising ultimately------

people believe that they can deliberately------

whether it influences consumer behaviour.

desired outcomes and avoid undesirable ones in

A) breaks in

B) disposes of

their environment.

C) gives away

D) rests on

A) fill out

B) bring about

C) switch off

D) turn down

E) tears apart

E) hand over

5. How a person-----stress is more important
than then number of stressors in that person’s

2. When Columbus sailed west from Spain in

life.

1492 in pursuit of the riches of the Far East, he

A) copes with

B) relies on

-----

C) leads to

D) puts aside

recent advances in navigation and age-

old geographical knowledge.
A) kept off

B) drew on

C) put forward

D) gave away

E) pertains to

6. A stroke occurs when the blood supply of an

E) brought about

area of brain cells is -----

for a long period of

time, resulting in the death of the cells from lack
3. Children who are securely attached to their

of oxygen and nutrients.

mother by the time they enter their second year

A) set up

B) cut off

of life are better equipped to ------ new

C) put down

D) left out

experiences and relationships.

E) taken over

A) depend on

B) turn down

C) refrain from

D) cope with

E) carry out
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7. Parents should teach their children that being

10. Hunter-gatherer societies usually ---- bands

patient with someone does not necessarily mean

of approximately 50 individuals who are related

they have to-----their inappropriate behaviour.

to each other through marriage or some other

A) do away with

B) look down on

ceremonies.

C) put up with

D) get up to

A) fall behind

B) put on

C) bring down

D) consist of

E) come out of

E) come through
8. There is a wide range of theories that attempt
to ---- the differences in left- and righthandedness, some with much more empirical
Cevap Anahtarı

support than others.
A) carry out

B) take over

C) refer to

D) account for

1 B
2 B
3 D

Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

4 D

E) give away

5 A
6 B

9.Bioinformatics is a new field that ---- the

7 C

development and application of computational

8 D

methods to organize, integrate, and analyse

9 A
10 D

gene-related data.
A) centers on

B) falls behind

C) leaves out

D) brings down

E) puts off
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